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1 Introduction 
The main project at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory is the study of nuclear behaviour 
at high intrinsic excitation energy and low spin. The project has been very successful, 
with more than 40 international publications within the last 10 years (see appendix). 

In 1988 the group was supported by the Norwegian Research Council (NAVF) with 
NOK 1.7 million for building a multi--:-detector system. In June 1990 the system, 
called CACTUS, was operative, and the data rate could be increased with approximately 
a factor of 10 as compared to the previous system1). The increased efficiency was 
particularly important for the so-called Hrst generation 7-spectra, and has given new 
and very exciting results. 

Figure 1 shows the CACTUS multidetector system connected to the 90° beam line 
at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory. The system consists of 28 Nal and 2 Ge -,-detectors 
that can be used in coincidence with 8 silicon particle telescopes. In spite of the great 
technological challenge at that time, the nuclear physics group was able to complete the 
project us scheduled. 

In the present proposal the detection efficiency of charged panicles is increased by 
u factor of 8. Within the CACTUS Nal ball, 8 silicon panicle telescopes are mounted 
at present. These detectors are based on an old technology with a geometrical lay-out 
that prohibits further increase in efficiency. 

We propose a replacement of the old particle system with 64 telescopes based on 
silicon strip detectors. An outstanding technology has been established in Norway 
through the development nf detectors and sensors for CERN and for space research. 

For the planned system, called SIRI (Silicon Ring), the detectors are located on a 
ring around the target, covering the angles between 30° and 60 relative to the beam 
direction. This detector ring will, in combination with the present CACTUS detectors, 
give a system with maximum efficiency both for - -rays and panicles. 

It is a world wide interest in the nuclear physics community to apply the new 
technology of strip detectors today. We collaborate with other groups that plan to build 
strip detectors in the near future. We have contributed in the design and plans for a big 
*20 panicle telescope system CMICSI-'i to be used at the CFI.SIUS accelerator ring in 
Uppsala Furthermore, the FUROBAI.I. collaboration plans' to build a swem similar to 
the SIRI design Thus. SIRI will ucld a competence to the Norwegian nuclear physicists 
thai can he beneficial in other collaborations 

The SIRI project represents a new tlulleuge lor the nuclear ph\Mt.s groups in Nor
way This was emphasised 'i in recent plans tor experimental nuvlcr phssics in Nor
way The detectors as well as the tront end electronics has ro be developed specially 
tor this project Furthermore, new software ,uul computers has in he implemented The 
software work requires a _ ;.ears posinon i,i\d uigenioTi assigned to ihe pro|ect The 
total protect costs will then he \ O K Ml million, wuhin the tune nt development ot 2 
\ ca r s 
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Figure 2: Spectrum from the ( 'He,rt) 1 7 JYb reaction showing 1 MeV ->-radiation. 

2 Scientific Motivation 
The experimental work at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory has been concentrated on nuclei 
at high temperature. The project group has developed a particle--; coincidence technique 
that has given a leading position within this type of investigations (see e.g. ref.5) and 
appendix for references). 

Recently some new exciting properties of nuclear matter have been studied. Ex
periments with the CACTUS set-up indicates that important nuclear quantum numbers 
may be partially conserved as high as 10--20 MeV of excitation energy. In particular, 
this concerns the A quantum number (the projection of the total spin on the nuclear 
v n me try axis). These results have initiated an engaged response from the international 
community, since it has been the common opinion that all traces of nuclear quantum 
numbers (except total / . / and T) are smeared out at these high energies. An eventual 
appearance of chaotic single nucleon motion is expected to further reduce the importance 
of the A quantum number. 

The degree of conservation of ihe A quantum number as a function of excitation 
energy can he studied in two different ways with CACTI'S. The first method is based on 
the registration of 1 MeV • radiation originating from the so-called vibrational region, 
f'igure 2 shows an example of such - spectra gmng information on the A quantum 
number The intensities of the I 05 and I 45 MeV - -peaks measure the content of wave 
function components with A • _\ which prevent the direct decay into the A = 0 ground 
band. The other method is studying the amount of direct feeding into the ground band. 

Furthermore, it has been found that the nucleus emits - rays with low energy at 
excitation energies above 4 MeV F-'igure * shows the first generation --radiation from 
an excitation region of / = 0 H MeV Here, one can sec the appearance of l\ == 
0 45 MeV radiation lor excitations in the 5 X MeV region this unknown decay branch 
constitute-» around 15^ of the total decay This contradicts the energy dependence 
expected from a Ixrmi like system ia smooth spectrum with us intensity maximum at 
/ = 2 * MeV) In order to determine whether these phenomena are truly temperature 



Figure 3: First generation ---spectra showing low energy radiation with A-, s;0.45 MeV. 

related effects or connected with a specific reaction mechanism, it would be useful to 
study the --decay in coincidence with pan.des at a wide variety of ejectile angles. The 
observed decay pattern can be of profound importance for our understanding of nuclear 
matter. 

Recently, a method for extracting the higher central moments of the -.-multiplicity 
distribution has been developed. These quantities are highly sensitive indicators of 
changes in the -decay pattern as a function of excitation energy. The present statis
tics allows us to estimate the second moment (width) of the distribution with approxi
mately the same confidence as the average multiplicity in the pa' CACTI.'S era. With a 
data rate improved with an order of magnitude, the third moment (skewness) could be 
obtained, thereby potentially repealing structural changes which wuh traditional spec
troscopy would remain undetected These highest central momenis would also represent 
a measure for compctil ion between reaction channels with ditlcrcnt neutron mult ipl ici
ties, related to the ihermtxlynamic.il equilibration nine and thcebv to the heat transport 
in nuclear maner 

In order to learn moa- about these exciting expcnmcnl.il hiulings. it is a necessity to 
obtain a higher statistical confidence level than recently achieved Ttxlay. experiments 
are connnuously running for \ weeks However, it is noi realistically to run any longer. 
since experimental instabilities would reduce the quality of ihe dala The group also 
has l imned manpower lo run continuously for many weeks 

http://ihermtxlynamic.il
http://expcnmcnl.il


Table 1: De sign parameters as a function of 0 

1) AE+E'"> " . " > a,"» <T1+,,(''' sin lYTDVsinWa)!" 
20° 59662 52 64 82 119.1 
25° 59590 54 80 97 49.3 
30° 59502 56 95 110 24.1 
35° 59400 61 109 125 13.2 
40° 59284 67 123 140 7.9 
45° 59155 77 136 156 5.0 
50° 59013 9! 149 176 3.4 
55° 58X58 Ill 162 196 2.4 
60° 58690 141 176 226 1.7 
65° 58507 184 195 268 1.3 
70° 58307 252 218 333 1.0 

tm Total energy deposited in the telescope (keV) 
i/t) Energy spread tkeV) due to target thickness 
U j Energy spread (keV) due to solid angle (assumed A0 = "i j 
l//i Given as y'Vr,-' f a:, 
\* i Intensity of elastically scattered 'He ions relative to 0 -- 7ll° 

3 Detector Design 

The proposed design will increase the probability for charged particle detection with a 
factor ot" X. The detectors should be operated in conjunction with the CACTUS set-up. 
which means that only a limned space is available within the target chamber. 

3.1 Total Lay-out 
The panicle telescope technique has proven to represent a gixnl compact design for 

identifving charged particles as well as measuring their energies, and has been used 
successfully in combination with the CACTI'S set up 

I'hc me I hod is based on two silicon detectors in a sandwich vonhguration Pie first 
detector I acme, the target 'the trout detector» i\ thin The second one is mounted behind 
the Iront detector, and is so thick that it stops the charged en t i l es The ejectiles Irom 
the nuclear reaction will then deposit energy \ / and / m ihc ironi and end detector. 
respectively 1 rorn these i»u quantities the mass and charee i \. /> ol the particle as 
well as the tmal energy ( \ / * I t t. m be determined 

In order to determine the lay out design parameters we have calculated the kinematics 
tor the reaction '*'Ybt \k.-irmr \ r : ' Yb with a beam energy of / ( 'Met = 4.S MeV 
and a tj value of 15 MeV We also assume a target thickness of 2 mg/cnr and the 
population ot the ground state in ' "-'Yh Tabic I shows the results for some design 
parameters as ,» function of the scattering angle " relative to the beam diret tion 

The most important limits lor the design are the energy resolution and the counting 
rate (pile up) The energy resolution should he better 'h.\n 2t*> keV ami the counting 

file:///k.-irmr


Figure 4: The SIRI lay-out seen perpendicularly lo the beam (lefl) and along the beam 
(right). 

Table 2: Deposited M-energy (MeV) in front and end detector 
for different thicknesses of the front detector 

1(X) ,,m 150 ,,m 2(X) »m 
i:. AE E AE E AE li 
15 6.8 8.2 13.0 2.0 15.0 0.0 
20 5.0 15.0 8 0 12.0 11.8 8.2 
40 2.7 37.3 4 1 359 5.6 24.4 
60 1 <> 5X1 2.y 57.1 3,y 56.1 

rates of elastically scattered ions should not be ux) high compared to 0 IV (as for 
the present set up), so that pile-up can be limited 

I"he energy sanations .T, of lahle ! i* difficult to influence and lixes the upper 
limiting angle at " • Mi h>r the lower angle we choose " -: In . so that the counting 
rale in M) dtvs not exceed the rare at 60 with more than one order ot magnitude With 
these requirements a reasonable )a\ out IN shown in fig 4 In outer 10 cover a larger 
solid angle, a ring could also tx* plated m the backward hemisphere covering the angles 
between " 1-0 and I «If 

.V2 Dctciiur Specifications 
In order to reduce the prohabilm tor pileup ea^h ol the trapezes in the detector 

la\ out has to be divided into strips I sing approximate!v the same solid angle per 
detector as in the present set up. each trapeze should he dmded into X strips Puis, this 
gives 6 1 leiest.iipes (ITS dctcctorsi 

The thoue of thickness for the Iront and end detectors tan hv discussed nn the basis 
ot table 2 It is desirable to stop at least 60 MeV .. particles, w huh means that Ihc end 
d-'tector should he at least 1VH) , "i ihivk It is ,ilso imponani lo slop protons in ihc 
telescope lor the purpose ol appropriate particle idcntihvalion We therefore suggest a 



Table 3: Detector specifications 

Specification F:ront detector End detector 
Type 
Thickness 

Si n-type depleted I 
135 ,im 

Si n-type depleted 
2000 ,im 

Thickness uniformity <2/im <50/im 
Energy resolution at 5.5 MeV <20 keV <25 keV 
Time resolution •c'2 ns •-20 ns 
Guard, dead zone outer <2mm •;2mm 
Dead zone between strips none none 
Voltage at depletion a 100 V •;1000V 

Area=502 mm 

Figure 5: Th'' silicon strip irape/e detector unit on ceramic mounting. 

thickness of 2(XK) f>i\i [Tic Ironi deiecior should lei through •> particles ol around 15 
MeV. whn.h p u " . a choice ol about MX) ,MII "Hie final specifications are lisied in table 
\ 

The front and end dcicuor should ha\e the same irape/oulal form and be sandwich 
mounted back to hack Pie deletion should be fived on a ceramic plate, where hounding 
and cabling can he done This approach is shown in tig 5 l*robabl>. the preamplifiers 
with shaping and some logi», isce seel 4) are to hi" mounted wnhm ihe large! chamber 
lurtherTiiore. ihc silicon strip detector is pl.mncd to be mounted IO the mechanical frame 
via the ceramic plaie 

Center tor Industrial Research will sum alreail> aumtnn \K>*>2 lo design the detectors 
and patiern generation of 4 mask la>ers 



Figure 6: The SIRI acquisition system shown for the VXI-based alternative (see text). 

4 Data Acquisition and Electronics 
E:ach particle and -• detector will typically lire KXX) and 5(XH) 1/s, respectively. These 
estimates are rather crude and give only an idea of the expected data rate. The system 
should have the ability to be gated by fast and slow external triggers. This means that 
the decision to accept an event or not should be taken at various times in the data readout 
process. 

The present NORD .SKOO computer will be replaced at the end of 1992 with a RISC 
workstation (University fund) The new workstation will be a server and has ihe role 
of a center for data acquisition, sorting and display. Digitized data from the experiment 
will be processed by one or more single board computers placed in the present VMEI 
crate") (e.g. CV.S IIC K232). M'ter the eventhuilder task, the data will be buffered event 
by event and then dumped on the 5 Gbyle I-xabyte tape storage medium. The back-end 
sorting system system will be connected to the existing 5 Gbyte f-Aahyte tape station for 
event by event processing We plan to connect several X-teniuruN lor the workstation. 

The data acquisition system is based on control and monitoring via Mi he me l by 
the new workstation Hie Net up and tuning ol ihc system i«. planned IO be computer 
controlled. threshi.i-N and rune delay* will lnr MM by computer Pie essential tasks for 
the acquisition system are 

• triggering 

• Mven'huililing 

• Data storage 

• Set up. control and display 

l"he energy and time roo lu l ion of (be new system should at least be as good as 
the present swtem Or particular importance is t.» minirm/c the noise in ihc detec
tor/preamplifier system Pie preamplifiers ha*e lo march the capaciiancc of the Si 
detectors Pie gain ' . ol charge integra^ng preamplifiers depend- on the defector ca
pacitance ' according to 



where ('., = 1 (XX) pF. The relevant detector capacitance is the depleted layer capacitance. 
For a fully depleted detector of area \ and thickness <l we have 

<",,,, - , 1 r ( J , r / , A ( 2 ; 

Taking .1 - 1 crrr, ( r = IJ for Si, we get a capacitance C'li(,, = KX) pF and 20 pF for a 
KX) ;/m and 2(XM) //m detector, respectively. 

It is an open question whether the preamplifiers have to be placed inside or outside 
the target chamber. Placed inside, the signal/noise ratio should be better, in particular 
for the thick detectors. On the other hand, additional vacuum feedthroughs have to be 
made for bias to the detectors and preamplifiers. Here, a voltage distribution system 
inside the chamber can limit the number of extra fetdihroughs. 

The bias for rhe detectors should be controlled by computer, probably a dedicated 
PC connected via RS232 to the HV-supp!y. The thin and thick counters needs about 
KX) and 5(X) Volts, respectively, depending on the voltage for full depletion. The PC 
or power-supply should regulate the voltage in a slow and controlled way. It would be 
desirable if the PC had an on-line check of critical parameters with automatic run-down 
and alarm if things go wrong (vacuum or leakage current problems). 

There has been considered 3 possible solutions for the data acquisition system 

• Conventional N1M and CAMAC modules 

• VXI-based system 

• CHIP-bascd system 

A rough estimate of price per AF F channel using convention.il electronic modules 
(MM and CAMAC) gives that each channel represents a cost of about kNOK 25 Due 
to the high costs and the poor technological potential of this alternative, <nly the lasi 
two alternatives have been considered tn the following. These solutions are charactn/ed 
by a high degree of integration and technological impact 

4.! The VXI-Bascd System 
In parallel with the propnN.il lor IT KOli \l I i the ele/truiiK m.slulcs lor ihis aller 
name «.ill be compatible with the VXlhii*. *.lamlard > Ihis h h .ut.cpt'. high data rates 
with a llexiblc trigger system The total dala acijuiMiinn •Astern lor this alternaive is 
sketched in fig b 

The VXIbus is chosen lor the electronic trout end svsiem I he \ \ l c rates supply 
power tor analog aiul logic modulo aful. in addiiton, ha*.c kuk planes with trigger 
bus and the \ MI bus industry siarulard I'hi* provuies a high Heubilm lor user deli ned 
logical requirements in the trigger system \anou- «.Tilled analoe prUe*. i.m be selected 
by the computer and diplayed on an osulU>s«.o|ie 

figure 7 \hims the (unctions necessary lo prm.es*. ihe M I Mcnal*. Hie amplifiers. 
ADC's, I'DC's ami trigger logic are intended to be integrati-d on a single \ XI cam 
lach card is expected In contain approximate!*. '» S \ | I v hannel*. Die siial inputs 
are signals from each St detector and external trigger inputs Ihe nu «luk* should also 
incluile connections in the Ironi tor mnnitnnng -.annus Mgn.il*> h\ oscilloskop*-

The first step on the VXI card splits up the preamplifier signal into an analog energy 
signal with a nsciimc of : I ><s and a last logic liming signal Ihe energy signal is 

10 
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Figure 7: Functions for a single VXI-card handling 8 telescopes. 

digitized by a 10 bit ADC. The 8 bit TDC is started by a common master trigger and 
stopped by individual telescope signals. 

The timing signals are also used for other purposes. They define the pattern word, 
and the signals from the AE detector are inspected for possible particle pile-up. The 
pile-up circuit tests if subsequent timing signals arrive less than =s 4 ^s apart. The 
telescope event can then be directly rejected, or a pile-up pattern word can be defined 
as a pan of the event, and stored on tape. 

The digitized words it> be read from the VXI card is: 

• I Pattern (mark the telescopes having signals! 

• 1 Pattern (mark the telescopes having pile-up) 

• X anergics lor the AI: detectors 

• X Hncrgics 'or (he F detectors 

• K 'limes for the AF detectors 

According to the latest decisions within F.UROUAl.l. the general VXI components 
(RM. MT, ROCO and hybrid components! will be commercially available in the future. 
The resource management IRM) VXI-card are already manufactured by dr. Struck. The 
X 10 self-designed AF K VXI cards have to be based on own production, but with some 
integrated components developed within the FUROGAM/FUROBAl.L collaboration 
For this alternalive solution we hope to benefit from a collaboration so thai oui AH E 
VXIcard can he made available for Hl'ROGAM/FX'ROEiALl. if we get certain hybrids 
and components in return 

11 



4.2 The CH IP-Based System 
We have looked into the possibility to apply a custom designed, monolithic cMp (ASIC) 
for the readout of silicon detectors in particle telescopes. The following description is 
based on a very preliminary discussion on technological solutions at Center for Industrial 
Research (SI) in Oslo. 

The chip should be a general purpose chip, that can be applied in both the SIRI 
and CHICSI 2) detectors, and possibly also for silicon balls within other systems like 
EUROBALL. 

The function of the chip is sketched in fig. 8. Compared to earlier work at SI, this 
chip represents a new challenge since not only energy signals are required, but also good 
timing signals with resolution of a few nanoseconds. Generally, only one or possibly 
two (or three) detectors fire per chip. Therefore, the coincidence detected within the 
chip are handled using a summing technique of the logic timing signals (see fig. 8). The 
time widih for the overlapping pulses are set externally. 

The processing of the timing signals is a compromise in order to limit the number 
of cables out of the target vacuum chamber and to reduce the pin count of the chip. It 
seems like a complicating factor to make constant fraction discriminators (CFD) on every 
channel, and with individual readout for each detector. One might instead consider, with 
today fast computers, to correct in the off-line analysis the leading edge timing signal 
according to the associated energy pulse. 

The synchronization of many chips seems easy using the chip gate and event and 
data outputs. The property of being a general purpose chip will be lost if one build 
in AE-E coincidence requirements on the same chip (this means 32 AE and 32 E 
detectors). We suggest that each chip is made for one type of detectors. So far we see 
5 types of detectors (and chips): 

Thickness Type Project 
10/im Si pin CHICSI 
135/im Si pin SIRI 
HXXVm Si pin CHICSI 
2(XX)//m Si pin S1R1 
5<XVm 'Omni f " . 1 with photi IKIUHIC C11ICS1 

'I*he chips will deviate in the matching to the detector capacitance and amplification. 
One should therefore investigate it" ;ill f> t>pcs could he handled h\ the same chip design. 
Marry Whitlow (Lund) ha* proposed 10 do this hy changing the mask tor the uppermost 
metallisation layer or hy laser trimming. 

The chip is planned to have ceramic package and will be mounted in a socket so it 
can easily he replaced. 'I"he chip si/e is ^ I • 1 cm". Packed on a chip earner the size 
is = 2 * 2 cmv The power consumption is about 2(K) inW per chip. 

! ;urther discussions with SI trom September \lM2 will settle the speeilicalions and 
user-requirements and to what deurec this can be matched by unlays technology. 
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Figure °: Time schedule tor the SIKI project. 

5 Costs and Time Schedule 
The present description of the total acquisition system is tentative, and the design has 
to he adjusted during the project rime. Thus, the cost estimates and time schedule are 
connected with some uncertainty 

The SIKI proposal represents an advanced integrated detector system- It is therefore 
not advisable to compose the svstem Ironi occasionally borrowed equipment Irom other 
laboratories The detector swem musi he a stationary unit placed .it one laboratory A 
transfer ot the system, or parts ol it. is ot course possible, bin the manpower needed for 
such an operation should not be underestimated 

The cost estimates tor the VXl based s\\icm are listed in i.ible 4 II it is technological 
possible to build an ASIC chip matching our requirements, ihe total project costs could 
be reduced with about k\()K 51)0 The numbers are tentative with an expected 
uncertainty ot about 2(1 '', 

"I"he project include 2 vears manpower tor software and s\stctn worn Manpower 
Irom the institute is not included, hut represents about 2 man vears from various work
shops ami I man vears ot physicists The proiect leader should at least spend half time 
4)ii the project 

"Pie time schedule shown in tig *> is based on a 2 vears project time Already in 
autumn \{il>2 we plan (o initiate the following prestudics in collaboration wuh SI 

• IX* tec tor design ami pattern generation ol 4 mask lavers 

M 



Table 4: Toal projecl costs for SIRI 

Components / activities Costs (k.NOK) 

750 

Si-detector production 600 
Preamplifiers 50 
HV-supplies I(K) 
Total detectors 

VXI-crate 180 
V X I - R M STRX032 130 
VXI -ROCO 1(X) 
V X I - A E - E K(X) 
V X I - V M E communication 60 
VME-computer interlace 60 
Total front-end 

Avd.ingenior (2 years) 640 
Total salary 

Electronics SO 
Software X0 
Material*- ami comp. 60 
Trav eh 60 
Total miscellaneous 

U.V) 

640 

2X0 

Total project costs .1000 
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• User specifications on the read-out chip 

Thus, by January 1993 the way to proceed should be clear and insure an effective 
realization of the project. 
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